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RAM Trucks Around-View Camera Relocation System
Part Number: Multiple Warranty: 3 year/36,000 Mile Warranty
Availability: Immediately Applications: Multiple.  See Below.
Product Description
Problem: The innovative 360-degree camera system found on 2019+ RAM Trucks gives 
drivers an unparalleled view of their surroundings while maneuvering in close-quarters 
situations where safety is paramount.  Aftermarket truck equipment manufacturers and 
upfitters often lose this around-view capability altogether when removing a RAM Truck’s 
tailgate with built-in camera.

Solution: Rostra Accessories is pleased to announce an industry-first mounting/relocation 
solution for the OE backup camera on these highly-desired trucks.  Now available for 
shipment, we are pleased to offer for sale part numbers 250-8668 - a universally mountable 
housing with OE Dodge/RAM rearview camera and coax camera extension harness - and 
250-8669 - a universally mountable housing and coax camera extension harness designed 
to accept the factory camera for relocation.

Both of these part numbers provide installers with a way of maintaining a RAM’s 360-degree 
camera system after the vehicle’s tailgate has been removed.

The Rostra Accessories Difference
At Rostra Accessories, precision manufacturing is at the heart of all that we do.  As a company 
with an intense focus on quality control, we openly submit our manufacturing processes to annual 
inspections and are proud to carry both ISO 9001:2008 and TS 16949:2009 certifications.  As well, 
Rostra employees receive training in Six Sigma process improvement strategies.  Our customers 
know that when they buy a Rostra products, they are getting quality components every time.

Our product validation facilities allow us to simulate extreme real-
world conditions including tests for hot and cold temperatures, 
along with ingress protection (IP) and vibration.  Rostra parts go 
through 400+ of hours of testing in our lab environment.

Pictured: 250-8668 (universal mount with OE camera)

Universal surface-mount housing assembly
Includes housing, cover, and screws

Coax-Style Extension Harness
Extends camera harness

OE Camera 


